WAX (WAX)

About:

WAX is the safest and most convenient way to create, buy, sell, and trade virtual items - to anyone, anywhere in the world.

WAX is designed to serve the 400+ million online players who already collect, buy and sell in-game digital items.

Advantages:

1) Operate Your own Virtual Item Marketplace: WAX enables a new generation of virtual asset traders, similar to how earlier online marketplaces enabled entrepreneurs to become power sellers.

2) Oversee the Markets for Your Favorite Games: Start or join Guilds that self-govern and oversee transactions specifically for
your favorite game or game server, and receive rewards for your involvement.

3) **Ensure Transactions are Valid and Secure** : By reviewing and facilitating transactions, WAX members can earn significant fees. With more fees earned, there will be more tokens available for using and accessing the entire ecosystem.

4) **Get Rewarded for Your Marketplace Expertise** : WAX members familiar with assets and pricing for their favorite games can offer appraisal services to marketplaces in need of valuation and verification services.

Make and Sell Your Own Items : Entrepreneurial designers and makers will be able to create virtual assets and offer them for sale in their individual marketplaces.